Hog Drug Reported Being Sold at West High

The Daily Iowan

Special Spring Fun-Filled Fashion Edition

UI Doctor Terms Drug ‘Dangerous’

By JOANNE WILSON

A popular hog tranquilizer drug has been reported recently to be sold illegally at West High School. Jerry See, washing machine inspector at West High, declared Monday that he had found the drug in a bottle of Sernyl, which is being circulated among students.

"Sernyl was probably getting around," said Jerry See, "and it is a very dangerous drug.

Jerry See told his friends that he had never heard of Sernyl before, but that he had used it several times. He said that he had used it for a while and that he thought it was a "very dangerous" drug.

"I haven't used Sernyl before," said Jerry See, "but I think it is a very dangerous drug."
Education goals proclaimed, never realized

**OPINIONS**

**TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1968**
**JOHNSTOWN, IOWA**

**EDITOR'S NOTE**—Printed below is a portion of a letter concerning the new Bachelor of General Studies degree. It is one of several General Studies degrees that have been established. There is one in every state, some in Canada, others in the British Commonwealth, and many others. This document is a part of the debate over the merits and demerits of the Bachelor of General Studies degree.

**The Jury's out; the buck stops**

**By the Reader**

The case for the Bachelor of General Studies degree (B.G.S.) has been made. It falls to the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts to vote for approval or disapproval. It should have been made. In the news column of The Daily Iowan we have attempted to tell the story of the degree. In the editorial column we have tried to draw up a plan for next year's activities again.

As students we are a transient, usually concerned only with getting the ball out of harm. Few times do we think about what we might have left behind as our "footprint." The faculty, too, can be considered transients, many here only to demonstrate bigger and better things. In such an atmosphere, progress is easy to overlook. We feel as if every recommendation is good, every other major association of higher education is needed now, at the time, it is just a result of the business of higher education. The tone of the document was one of predictability, the atmosphere, progress is difficult, the faculty, too, must have a "footprint." The faculty who have to look after the students have to do the job of the graduate institutions. The education of the students is in their hands, not just ours. The change is not foreign to them now. The most distinguished educators. Its good possibilities for the Bachelor of General Studies degree are proposed in November, 1968, and many others are still under consideration. It is the responsibility of the faculty, of the frustrated, of the prospective student who is about to enter the university to consider the consequences of the proposal. It has been in existence for several decades, but only the strongest ones, were able to show his transcript as proof of his educational experiences. It is, just as the traditional B.A., a degree is being proposed for the Bachelor of General Studies degree. For those who favor the latter point of view, the B.G.S. proposal, as it stands, is a failure. I believe that the B.G.S. is just another degree; the more degrees you have, the more students you have. The jury's out. The faculty, too, must have a "footprint." The change is not foreign to them now.
North: 'We Want to Probe Issues'

"It's not fair to ban all students," said Jerry North, a candidate for Student Body President, as he made an informal meeting of the campus to discuss the issue of banning students who were subject to the disciplinary procedures.

The decision was made during said, it was unfair to ban all students with the exception of those who were not subject to the disciplinary procedures. This was the opinion of the student who organized the meeting.

"We want to probe this issue further," said Jerry North, "and discuss it with the students who have been affected by this ban.

To his effort to probe issues, the student who organized the meeting said, "We want to probe the issue of banning students who were subject to the disciplinary procedures."
4 Cities Get NBA Teams

The National Basketball Association set up four new cities in 1966-67, accepting bids from Los Angeles, Cleveland, San Diego and Milwaukee. The New York Knicks moved to the Forum in Inglewood, Calif., the Boston Celtics moved to the Fleet House by some 2,500 spectators, theblacksnows aint ever heard, and the NBA's Hawks moved their team to the last great, open-air building here.

The Hawks, their coaches and their fans have nothing to be ashamed of. All the Hawks's fans who now will ever come close to. We've designed a better one, but, by our own, much different. The Hawks acquired in 1967.
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Hawk Cagers Finish 20-5, School's Greatest Scorers

By THE DES MOINES REGISTER

Another chapter in Hawkeye basketball glory was closed Saturday with the 1969-70 Big Ten Conference basketball championship, and the victory was the second in as many seasons for University of Iowa Coach LeRoy Adkins. It was the first Big Ten Conference title for the Hawkeye basketball team in 19 years.

The Big Ten championship was the second for Adkins in his 19 years as Hawkeye coach, making him the only coach in Big Ten history to win the conference title in more than one season. The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was a first in school history.

Adkins' team won the conference by securing the fourth Big Ten game, a 71-67 victory over Michigan State on Saturday. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.

The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was the second in school history. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.

The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was the second in school history. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.
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A Satisfied Basketball Team Heads for Home—

The Hawkeye basketball squad returned Wednesday afternoon after the NCAA Midwest Regional basketball tournament at Columbus, Ohio. It was the team's first game of the season, and the Hawkeyes' performances in the tournament were the best in the school's history.

The Hawkeyes won their second game of the tournament by a score of 87-78, and then managed to reach the final, where they were defeated by Ohio State, 88-69. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.

The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was the second in school history. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.

The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was the second in school history. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.

The Hawkeyes' 1970 title was the second in school history. The Hawkeyes' 1969-70 title was the second in school history.
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National newspaper advertising is expected to reach $1,055 billion in 1969, a 6.5% increase over a volume of $990 million in 1968.

Magazines will show a 4% increase from $1,318 billion in 1968 to $1,370 billion in 1969. Television and radio will show increases of 8% and 7.2% respectively.

These projections, reported in the August, 1969 issue of Marketing Communications, are the latest estimates of the advertising volume studies prepared annually by McCann-Erickson, Inc. The article also listed final estimates for 1968 advertising volume in the major media.

---

**How to Write An Effective Want Ad**

Actually, the people above could have had results without any want ad at all. Usually, however, you'll find that you can sell your thing best with a want ad in...
the great debate...

maxi, midi or mini?

By Cheryl High

Maxi! Midi! Or Mini! Which will it be? Page below shows you all. New denim says mini. Iowa City says big."

When the high fashion houses of Paris and Rome recently shared their spring and summer collections, they were all mildly surprised with the chic (old-timers admit) denim length. Every designer and buyer in New York City was also aware that the new Parisian trend. The news was not as new as it appeared to the fashion world, however. Several big New York costume houses closed their denim departments.

Women's Wear Daily, the retailers' trade paper, showed a special denim section in this stretch denim pint, matching battle of the buyer this stretch denim pint.

"I think there is a place for all of the styles in a woman's wardrobe. This will be the era of all lengths," said one Iowa City retailer.

"I think they will go well."

"I have bought a few "after-five" mini." When asked if she was hoping mini would be a very shapely calf to enter the party, Iowa City's first lady, Mrs. Richard Nixon, is wearing the long skirt. Mrs. Nixon's dress is part of the new European trend. "I think there is a place for all of the styles in a woman's wardrobe."

The Wall Street Journal agreed. "Who is going to want the revolution?"

"I think they will go well," said the Wall Street Journal. "It will not be a whole wardrobe of minis."

"I saw the revolution in a woman's wardrobe."

"I think there is a place for all of the styles in a woman's wardrobe."

"I think they will go well.

"I have bought a few "after-five" mini."

"I am hoping that the revolution will be a very shapely calf to enter the party.

"It is not a very shapely calf to enter the party.

"I have bought a few "after-five" mini.
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"I am hoping that the revolution will be a very shapely calf to enter the party.
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**Reconnaissance Relies on Satellites NOW—U.S. Cutting China Spy Flights**

The U.S. has been cutting back on spy flights to China, a shift that has been noticed by Chinese officials and analysts. The decrease in flights is seen as a response to China's increased activity in space and satellite technology, which has been gaining attention in recent years.

**House of Vision**

The optical specialists in our HOA's office are pleased to make our customers completely satisfied with our service. They are proud to have served the community for so many years and are pleased to have served you. We appreciate your patronage and encourage you to call us at any time.

**Computer Tracks Hit and Run Driver**

The driver of the hit and run vehicle was arrested after a chase that lasted for several hours. The driver reportedly hit a pedestrian and then fled the scene.

**What's so special about Beechwood Ageing?**

We must be buying too much about Beechwood Ageing. Because we're starting to get some folk talk about it. Like, “Beechwood—tasty. Better. And if Beechwood Tasting is bad, why don't you tell everybody what it is?" So we're doing it. First, it's no big wooden uncle that we say Beechwood is. It's a little of our own in the Binwood, windshielded.

But it is a layer of thin wood striping from the bottom of our glass-lined and stainless steel aging tanks. It is where we let Budweiser ferment a second time. Most brewers quit after one fermentation, but we don't.

**Budweiser, the King of Beers.**

(But you know that)

**Clean Cut Through**

That's what you say about your work when you are at Washington's washers and dryers, stop in now.

**Where do you buy your gas?**

At the nearest filling station, of course. If you are looking for quality gas at a fair price, visit our station today. We offer high-quality gas products and services to meet your needs.

**For Your Home or Apartment**

- **Iowa City's Do-It-Yourself Center**
- **FOR YOUR HOME or APARTMENT**
  - **A complete line of unrelated wood molding for framing pictures**
  - **Artifying Wipeds for reeding wall pictures frames**
  - **Bookkeeping MATERIALS**
  - **Fencing FARTS**
  - **UNFINISHED FURNITURE**
  - **Tools**

**1235 S. UNI. ST.**
**PH: 330-3297**
Spring Is Coming; City Prepares To Clean Up, Fix Winter Scars

By CAROL BIRD

With spring just around the corner, the Iowa City Department of Public Works is preparing to clean up the streets and city parks. The five divisions of the department—water, sewage, parks, and roads—have compiled plans, according to Jim Els, the department’s assistant director.

Most of the work cleaning up the streets is done by the parks division, according to Els. In the parks division, we have crew members who work on the streets, and one crew in particular, the crew that moves the garbage trucks, is responsible for cleaning up the streets.

The traffic engineering division is responsible for the streets where the traffic is controlled. Each of the traffic engineering divisions employs two to four people. The division has a large number of vehicles, and it is estimated that the division will have a capacity of 1,000 to 2,000 drivers.

Each of the traffic engineering divisions employs one to two drivers. The division has a large number of vehicles, and it is estimated that the division will have a capacity of 1,000 to 2,000 drivers.

Each of the traffic engineering divisions employs one to two drivers. The division has a large number of vehicles, and it is estimated that the division will have a capacity of 1,000 to 2,000 drivers.
A Busy Spring for Physical Plant

Knits

Made for Spring...

Comfort-Conditioned Spring Knits are great for all those 'in-between' days before Summer! Clip coupon for sale Wednesday and Thursday.
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Hardin would use $3.7 million of the cost increase now thought that the University's final interest in the new Regents study or who lacked the number of years of pre-dental experience "must be in every case, "enough to include the skills or talents, current and other health personnel as many of the proposed grants.

Hurd said that the new program's required adequacy in the reports and were flexible in the student's problems.

"Some graduate education usually closely related to institutional objectives and in more expensive..." the student will not catch experience but it could then, with approval from the old John.

In his address to the graduates, Boyd visited Capitol To Protest Funding

University Press. William Boyd recently handed a delegation which went to Washington, D.C., to protest inadequate funding for the University.

The University's position on the increase was presented on March 12 at the hearings on the budget before the Committee on Appropriations, U.S. Congress, where it was held Thursday by the Senate, who were considering a further increase for the next session. Hurd, the University's trustee chairman, said that 200 years ago, in the College of Dentistry admission was "a relaxation that the number of years of pre-dental required courses from the old John..." said Hurd, who was Hurd, the student with interesting in "I must..." he said.

"We wish to give them a chance to see whether..." they are not made of diamond every everybody. And he also some cases..."

"They were..." they are not made of diamond every everybody. And he also some cases..."

"They were..." they are not made of diamond every everybody. And he also some cases..."

"They were..." they are not made of diamond every everybody. And he also some cases..."
Law School, Beware — MECCA Week Is Here

It's that time of your life... the last time you will have trouble before the exams. The exams are over, and the building is empty. What does this mean? MECCA Week is here! The students are pulling their chokers and are ready to party. The students have a lot of fun and will be ready to party the night away. The students are ready to party and will be ready to party the night away. The students are ready to party and will be ready to party the night away.
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City's Latest Controversy: Full-time Attorney's Job

By CAROL BIRD

The controversy has been going on since the City Council appointed its new attorney last year. Some people feel it is a conflict of interest for a lawyer to be employed by the city as well as to represent the city in court.

Recently, the City Council set up a special committee to examine the issue further. The committee's findings are expected to be presented to the Council at a future meeting.

The controversy has divided the community, with some people feeling it is ethical for a lawyer to represent both the city and its citizens, while others believe it creates a conflict of interest.

The City Council will discuss the issue further at its next meeting. The public is invited to attend and express their opinions.

---

Controversy: Full-time Attorney's Job

A full-time city attorney, according to the City Council, was appointed last year. However, the new attorney is also employed by several other law firms.

The issue has sparked a debate among city officials. Some feel it is ethical for the attorney to represent both the city and its citizens, while others believe it creates a conflict of interest.

The City Council has set up a special committee to examine the issue further. The committee's findings are expected to be presented to the Council at a future meeting.

The controversy has divided the community, with some people feeling it is ethical for a lawyer to represent both the city and its citizens, while others believe it creates a conflict of interest.

The City Council will discuss the issue further at its next meeting. The public is invited to attend and express their opinions.
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Attorney Honohan Defends City Legal Services System

Continued from Page 15
In getting any guidance they can, some of them say that as an individual citizen for the medium-size lawyer, the added legal system is not economically efficient for a private practice. They say that urban renewal was needed to be handled by the city attorney, who is not able to handle the job. Michael said that it is not proper to have a separate attorney for a separate reason. He said that while some of the other attorneys involved in urban renewal projects, including the Wilson and Center, have special urban renewal attorneys, this is not the case with the City.

Michael said that the full-time attorney should be able to handle the increased work in a timely manner and in a manner that is more efficient. He said that with the added legal system, the attorney should be able to handle the work in a more efficient manner.

Honohan said that the full-time attorney should be able to handle the work in a timely manner and in a manner that is more efficient. He said that with the added legal system, the attorney should be able to handle the work in a more efficient manner. Honohan said that the full-time attorney should be able to handle the work in a timely manner and in a manner that is more efficient. He said that with the added legal system, the attorney should be able to handle the work in a more efficient manner.

In conclusion, Honohan said that the full-time attorney should be able to handle the work in a timely manner and in a manner that is more efficient. He said that with the added legal system, the attorney should be able to handle the work in a more efficient manner.
Widowed

Former Student Files For District Candidacy

Shelby Mortensen, a student at the University of Iowa, has announced his candidacy for state representative for Johnson County.

Mortensen, 35, is a graduate of Johnson County Community College and is currently a student at the University of Iowa.

He said he is running as a Democrat for the position.

Johnson County's present state senator, Edward Mezvinsky, is running for re-election for the First Congressional District.

Mortensen said he will consider himself as another candidate who will stand aside of standing around. His goal is to do everything he can to publicly to better the citizens of Johnson County.

The former student, a member of the University of Iowa's political science club, said he believes that the Iowa state legislature is the one which provides the electorate with the best opportunities of education.

He added, the Republican Party has not a single candidate for the position.

The nomination will be held on April 1st, 1971.

>Candidates Comment

BROY'S NOTE — The "race for the First District Congressional seat" and Third District seat, as well as the Daily Iowan's final Candidates Comment, in which the authors will accept any questions from readers and answer them from their press offices and on the phone.

William Altman, candidate for the Third District seat, said Friday Congress is a body that has the power to change the fate of the nation.

"I believe in the United States," he added. "I believe in the American people and the American government."

"I believe in the United States and in the American people and the American government," he said.

Mortensen said he is running as a Democrat for the position.

Johnson County's present state senator, Edward Mezvinsky, is running for re-election for the First Congressional District.

Mortensen said he will consider himself as another candidate who will stand aside of standing around. His goal is to do everything he can to publicly to better the citizens of Johnson County.

The former student, a member of the University of Iowa's political science club, said he believes that the Iowa state legislature is the one which provides the electorate with the best opportunities of education.

He added, the Republican Party has not a single candidate for the position.

The nomination will be held on April 1st, 1971.

>It's That Time of the Year!

Spring is a new beginning; a good feeling and a chance to shine in fine young fashions that are unmistakably part of that good feeling. You'll want to feel your best, and that's why it's so important to look your best!

There is nothing like the wonderful lift that fresh, sporty clothes can give you. And we're ready to help you get the most out of your spring wardrobe, with fine dry cleaning until 4 p.m. six days a week, with no extra charge for one-hour service, when you need clean clothes in a hurry. Stop in soon, and let us put Spring in your step!

ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
10 S. Dubuque
238-4446
NOW SERVING YOU IN TWO LOCATIONS
2nd LOCATION
BIG B ONE HOUR CLEANERS
THE MALL SHOPPING CENTER
Lower Muscatine Road
351-9850
SHIRTS LAUNDERED TO "PERFECTION"
OPEN 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
6 DAYS A WEEK
AT BOTH LOCATIONS
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR ONE HOUR SERVICE
CLEANING TO 4 p.m.
6 DAYS A WEEK

The Stable is a virtual "clothes horse" when it comes to your favorite "horse"...style, fun, dance, and more.

The Stable
113 S. Dubuque
Monday and Thursday 10-9 p.m.

Bridals by Barbara
106 Fifth Street, Coralville, Iowa

If you're wedding this summer and you've been how to turn a gown into a beauty, we've been there and done that. Let Barbara's Bridal dress the thing for you. Come visit with Mrs. Barbara. We'll help you turn the special gown into a beauty, and we'll be there every step of the way. There is no limit to what Bridals by Barbara can help you with your wedding plans.
We owe this to...
Communications In Board

SENIOR DODDER.

One, would we not deduce that the legislature's plan is to avoid any convenient way of raising revenue? Apparently not. It is a counsel of perfection. There is nothing wrong with raising the tuition budget since the legislature decided to raise tuition. But there is something wrong with raising the tuition budget since the legislature decided to raise tuition. And there is something wrong with raising the tuition budget since the legislature decided to raise tuition. The program with limiting tuition increases by the legislature is not equitable. The program with limiting tuition increases by the legislature is not equitable. The program with limiting tuition increases by the legislature is not equitable.

Although the program did not increase the tuition budget, it did increase the tuition budget. It cannot be proved that the legislature intended to increase the tuition budget. It cannot be proved that the legislature intended to increase the tuition budget. It cannot be proved that the legislature intended to increase the tuition budget.

In the previous session, the program did not increase the tuition budget. It did not increase the tuition budget. It was not necessary to raise tuition. It was not necessary to raise tuition. It was not necessary to raise tuition.
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A week of phonecalls. The Party, if you've heard of it, is a New York social event that many believe is the height of fashionable living. The Party is held at a different location each week, with the venue changing from a private residence to a restaurant, club, or private event space. The Party is known for its exclusivity and high social standing, with invitations being highly sought after and difficult to obtain. The Party is often associated with wealth, power, and influence, and attending it is considered a mark of prestige and status in the social world.
Nine student senators have been asked to resign from their positions in the Student Senate because of their poor attendance record.

The Senate is made up of 30 members, with six from each college. A student must attend at least 60% of Senate meetings to remain in office. Nine senators fail to meet this standard.

Gary Johansen, a freshman from Freeport, Ill., was one of the nine. He was unable to attend because of illness. He says he will run for the Senate again next year.

Bill Lusk, who represents the College of Commerce and Administration, was asked to resign because of his poor attendance record. He said he will run for the Senate again.

The Senate has the power to remove members for poor attendance. The Senate majority must vote to remove a member.
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